Paolo Scheggi, Zone riflesse, 1963, red acrylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 51.5 x 61.5 x 5
/ in 20.3 x 24.2 x 2.8 Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE
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PAOLO SCHEGGI

Friday 23rd October - Tuesday 22nd December, 2015
Opening: Thursday 22nd October from 6 pm
Curator: Luca Massimo Barbero
Talk with Luca Massimo Barbero and Serge Lemoine moderated by Judith Benhamou-Huet: Thursday
22nd October 2015 at 3:30 pm until 5 pm, Auditorium of the Grand Palais, FIAC
From October 23rd until Decembre 22nd, the Tornabuoni Art gallery in Paris presents the first French exhibition dedicated to
the artist Paolo Scheggi. This exhibition is curated by Luca Massimo Barbero, Associate Curator of the Peggy Guggenheim
Collection in Venice and Editor of the upcoming Paolo Scheggi : Catalogue Raisonné in collaboration with Franca and Cosima
Scheggi.
Tornabuoni Art offers an exhibition showcasing the fundamental steps of the brief yet intense artistic carreer of Paolo Scheggi,
one of the key protagonists of the 1960s Milanese avant-garde. The exhibition presents the various media he worked with
such as the works composed of superimposed metalsheets from the end of the 1950s, the first Intersuperfici with irregular and
organic forms from the beginning of the 1960s, the memorable installation from the 1966 Venice Biennale but also, and for the
first time, visual poetry and performances.
Talk « Paolo Scheggi and the Milanese cultural scene of the 1960s »

Alongside the « Paolo Scheggi » exhibition held at the Tornabuoni Art gallery in Paris, a talk entitled « Paolo Scheggi and the
Milanese cultural scene of the 1960s », will be held of the Auditorium at the FIAC on October 22nd at 3:30 pm, attended by
Luca Massimo Barbero, Associate curator of the Peggy Guggenheim Collection of Venice, Serge Lemoine, Professor Emeritus
at the University of Paris Sorbonne, and Judith Benhamou-Huet, journalist and curator. More than a tributeto Scheggi’s brief
but intense artistic career, this conference will provide a thorough reflection on the artists of the Italian avant-garde.
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About the artist
Paolo Scheggi (Settignano, Florence 1940 - Rome 1971) developed an extraordinarily intense and interdisciplinary artistic
research, exploring visual arts, architecture, fashion, poetry, urban and theatrical performances, resulting in a conceptual and
metaphysical reflection. Greatly influenced by the Humanists, Existentialists and Phenomenologists (through his relationship
with Jean Paul Sartre), he moved from Florence to Milan in 1961.
At that time, he came into contact with the new research of the Lombard capital following Lucio Fontana and Bruno Munari
and frequenting the groups surrounding Azimut/h as well as the first figures of the Arte Programmata (Programmed Art). He
quickly became a point of reference for the international avant garde, actively participating in the debates and projects of the
Zero, Nul groups and Nuove Tendenze (New Tendancies).
It doesn’t come as a surprise that, from 1962 onwards, Lucio Fontana attentively followed his work. Fontana wrote in a letter
addressed to the artist, purposely written for the exhibition catalogue of Scheggi’s second solo-show at the Il Cancello gallery
in Bologna:
« Your work is very intelligent, and logical, even if divergences exist between us, that works in your favor. You are a man of your
time [...]. I like you inquiries, your research and your canvases so profoundly black, red, white that reveal your thoughts, your
fears. »
Monochrome, a sense of space, reflection on time through perception and action, wordplay are all fundamental elements of
Paolo Scheggi’s artistic research. In 1966, Scheggi was the youngest artist to be invited to the 33rd Venice Biennale where he
presented his four white, blue, yellow and red Intersuperfici.
Between 1966 and 1967, whilst taking part in numerous exhibitions around the world such as in Paris, Buenos Aires, New
York, Amburgo, Düsseldorf, Zagreb, and many more, Scheggi experimented intergrating of plastic, architecture, theatre, drama writing, surpassing not only the canvas but also the traditional space of the gallery by invading the city streets, like Campo
urbano in Como, Oplà-Stick in Milan, Zagreb and OPLÀ. Azione-lettura teatro in Florence in 1969. The following two years,
Scheggi embarked on a conceptual journey that would lead him to his 6profetiper6geometrie.
Paolo Scheggi died at the age of 31, limiting his body of work. For the past few years, and especially since the creation of the
Associazione Paolo Scheggi in Milan according to the will of Franca and Cosima Scheggi, widow and daughter of the artist,
to defend, promote, and further Scheggi’s study; his work and research have been closely followed by influential and exigent
collectors.
Among the latest exhibitions dedicated to the artist, a tribute « Omaggio a Paolo Scheggi » was presented during the exhibtion
« Postwar. Protagonisti Italiani » at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice curated by Luca Massimo Barbero.
A tribute to the 1966 Venice Biennale
Within the retrospective, Tornabuoni Art is devoting a space to four works by Paolo Scheggi; four Intersuperfici that the gallery
recently gathered at Art Basel - Basel for the first time since their exhibition at the 1966 Venice Biennale, in a room shared by
Paolo Scheggi, Agostino Bonalumi, Riccardo Guarneri and Pasquale Santoro.
The 1966 Biennale was a crucial time for the artistic research that developed in Milan in the 1960s, as it demonstrated the
impact that the monochrome had on the avant-garde and the influence of the research conducted by the the Azimut/h group.
In the Padiglione Italia was not only Lucio Fontana with his already famous incisions, but also Agostino Bonalumi with a white
monochrome painting, and above all Paolo Scheggi, who occupied a predominant position: the entire installation was over 6
meters long.
Forty-nine years later, Tornabuoni Art is proud to present this project, made possible with the close collaboration of the Associazione Paolo Scheggi, Luca Massimo Barbero and an exceptional loan by the Museum für Kunst Konkrete of Ingolstadt,
Germany.
Thorough archival research has revealed unseen photographs of Paolo Scheggi’s participation at the 1966 Biennale, but also
earlier images of the artist in his studio with the four paintings and unpublished photographs of Julio Le Parc, Lucio Fontana,
Agostino Bonalumi and other protagonists of the artistic scene of the 1960s. This precious material has been published alongside contemporary documentation in a comprehensive catalogue edited under the direction of Luca Massimo Barbero and
available at the gallery.
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Interview of Michele Casamonti
More than ever, Italy and its artists seem to be drawingcrowds both in auction houses and in museums where numerous exhibitions dedicated to Italian post-war art have
been presented. How do you explain the interest in this
artistic current?
The magnificent Fontana retrospective at the Musée d’art
Moderne de la ville de Paris, tthe « Azimut/h. Continuity and
Newness » exhibition at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in
Venice, the upcoming exhibitions « Alberto Burri: The Trauma
of Painting at the Guggenheim » in New York and the one
dedicated to Lucio Fontana at the Metropolitan Museum in
New York in 2017 are examples of exhibitions that reflect the
public and collectors’ interest in Italian Art.
There is an interest because the Italian cultural scene of the
early 60s, especially in the Milanese context, developed
around Fontana, is really one of the main sources for the language developed in contemporary art today.
It is thus normal that collectors who collect today’s contemporary artists want to find the sources of this language, of this
cultural change that happened after the Second World War.
They are collectors who like the work of Fontana, Manzoni,
Castellani, Boetti, Scheggi.
Paolo Scheggi was 26 when he exhibited alongside Lucio
Fontana and Agostino Bonalumi at the 1966 Venice Biennale. How did he rise so quickly among the greatest of his
time?
As soon as he arrived in Milan after having left Florence, Paolo Scheggi came into direct contact with Dadamaino, Bonalumi, Castellani, etc. He found himself among this young
generation of artists between 25 and 30 years old, who followed the new path opened by Lucio Fontana. There was
thus a dialogue, a very direct exchange between all these
protagonists.
I would like to point out that Lucio Fontana had a close relationship with Paolo Scheggi, a connection such that in 1962,
he wrote in a letter addressed to the artist, purposely for the
exhibition catalogue of Scheggi’s second solo-show at the Il
Cancello gallery in Bologna:
« Your work is very intelligent, and logical, even if divergences exist between us, that works in your favor.
You are a man of your time [...]. I like you inquiries, your
research and your canvases so profoundly black, red,
white that reveal your thoughts, your fears. »
In this letter, Fontana declares his profound admiration and
consideration for Paolo Scheggi’s personality, as well as for
his work. So much so that in this letter, at the same time as he
reminds him to stay humble, he recognizes undeniable qualities to the work of Scheggi and shows that he unconditionally
marked this artistic context of absolute avant-garde, through
both his personality and his presence

Michele Casamonti in front of Intersuperficie curva bianca, 1966
Courtesy Tornabuoni Art

What can you tell us about this retrospective dedicated to
Paolo Scheggi?
The exhibition will be the richest retrospective ever dedicated
to the artist in a private gallery. The solo show will map out
the path, the fundamental stages of his brief but very intense
artistic career.
The exhibition goes from paintings on metal of the end of the
1950s, through the first Intersuperfici from the early 1960s
with irregular and organic shapes, to the installation of the
second half of the 1960s.
An important part of the book we will be publishing will be
focused on the last part of his artistic career which is devoted
to speech, to research on words, to writing, to performance
and thus to works that very few collectors know, dating from
1969 and 1970, an almost unknown part of his work, that for
me is extraordinary, and one which will constitute the richest
surprise for visitors and critics.
We hear a lot about Scheggi during contemporary art sales
today, what is the evolution of this market according to
you?
The public sales of the last 4 years show that Scheggi’s paintings are still arousing the interest of collectors. All the paintings are not only sold, but the prices also exceed every time,
by two, three, even four times, the highest estimations.
Proof of the evolution of Scheggi’s market can be found in
the sale of a single painting, Intersuperficie Blu from 1965,
which sold for the first time in December 2006 during the sale
Porro & C. in Milan and for the second time in October 2014
at Sotheby’s London.
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During the Italian sale, this painting was sold €29,000 (hammer price), and during the English sale the painting found a
buyer for the price of €437,885 (hammer price), this is a progression of more than 1,500 %.
It is impossible and useless to judge the evolution of a market
on the basis of a single painting; the truth is that last year still
we wondered if a work by Scheggi could reach one million euros during a public sale, and today it reaches record sums, as
for example in early 2015, during the sale at Christie’s London,
where a painting reached the hammer price of €1,319,178,
painting estimated between €336,525 - €471,135, or at Sotheby’s where a similar work reached €1,301,500.
There are few paintings on the market because his production
was quite limited. Paintings of exceptional quality are rare in
number, and collectors are prepared to do anything to add
these works to their collections, knowing that once an opportunity is passed, there is little chance that it will arise again.
That is why prices are soaring, and exceeding all the expectations of the last few years.

Intersuperficie curva bianca, 1967
Christie’s Sale, London, February 11th, 2015
© Paolo Scheggi / SIAE
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Photos available

Photography Ugo Mulas © Ugo Mulas heirs.

Intersuperficie curva, 1965
Pink acrylic on three superimposed
canvases, cm 70 x 60 x 5.5 / in 27.6
x 23.6 x 2.

All rights reserved.

Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Paolo Scheggi in his studio in front
of Intersuperficie curva bianca,
1966.

From left to right: Gillo Dorfles, Gino
Marotta, Riccardo Guarneri, Paolo
Scheggi and Agostino Bonalumi at
the Venice Biennale of 1966.

Zone riflesse, 1965
Blue acrylic on three superimposed
canvases, cm 60 x 50 x 5.5 / in 23.6
x 19.7 x 2.2.
Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Photography by Ada Ardessi © Isisuf, Milan.

From left to right: Lucio Fontana and
Carmelo Cappello in the room LVII
of the Italian Pavilllion at the Venice
Biennale of 1966.

Intersuperficie curva bianca, 1966
White acrylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 133 x 133 x
6.6 / in 52.4 x 52.4 x 2.6.
Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Photography by Ada Ardessi © Isisuf, Milan.

Senza titolo, 1959
Superimposed metalsheets, cm 70
x 50 x 5.5 / in 27.6 x 19.7 x 2.1.

Intersuperficie curva. Tondi per quadri, 1967
Red acrylic on three superimposed
canvases, cm 70 x 70 x 5 / in 27.6
x 27.6 x 2.

Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Zone riflesse, 1963
Black arcylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 60 x 60 x 6 / in
23.6 x 23.6 x 2.4.

Intersuperficie curva dal rosa, 1967
Pink acrylic on three superimposed
canvases, cm 120 x 100 x 5 / in
46.2 x 39.4 x 2.

Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Zone riflesse, 1963
Red acrylic on three superimposed
canvases, cm 51.5 x 61.5 x 5 / in
20.3 x 24.2 x 2.8.
Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Intersuperficie curva, 1963-64
Blue acrylic on three superimposed
canvases, cm 100 x 50 x 5.5 / in
39.4 x 19.7 x 2.2.
Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

Intersuperficie curva verde, 1966
Green acrylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 80 x 80 x 6 / in
31.5 x 31.5 x 2.4.
Courtesy Tornabuoni Art © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.

OPLÀ. Azione-lettura-teatro, Novembrer 1969
Performance at the Flori gallery and
in the historical center of Florence.
© Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.
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About the gallery

View of the exhibition Alighiero Boetti curated by Annemarie Sauzeau, held at the gallery Tornabuoni Art in Paris in 2010.

Tornabuoni Arte was founded in 1981 by Roberto Casamonti and is specialized in Italian art of the second half of the 20th Century. It established exhibition spaces in Milan in 1995, Portofino in 2001, Forte Dei Marmi in 2004 and on October 1st 2009 in
Paris, 16 avenue Matignon in the 8th district.
Tornabuoni Art in Paris presents the work of Fontana, Castellani, Manzoni, Dorazio, Bonalumi, Dadamaino and Boetti together
with the major protagonists of the Italian Novecento such as De Chirico, Morandi, Balla, Severeni and Sironi. The gallery also
proposes works of essential artists of the 20th Century such as Picasso, Mirò, Kandinsky, Hartung, Poliakoff, Dubuffet, Lam,
Matta, Christo, Wesselmann, Warhol and Basquiat.
Since inaugurating its Parisian space in 2009 with an exhibition dedicated to Lucio Fontana, Tornabuoni Art has organized numerous monographic exhibitions, always in close consultation with the artists or the foundations that represent them.
The gallery has shown the works of Alighiero Boetti (2010), Arnaldo Pomodoro (2011), Enrico Castellani (2011), Mimmo Rotella
(2012), Giuseppe Capogrossi (2013), Dadamaino (2013), the exceptional exhibition !Lucio Fontana, rediscovery of a masterpiece! in parallel with the retrospective at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and more recently the first retrospective in
France of Turi Simeti (2014) and a retrospective of Alberto Biasi (2015) and a solo show dedicated to Giuseppe Chiari (2015).
Besides these solo shows, the gallery also presents group shows such as « The Monochrome Under Pressure » (2012), « Bianco Italia » (2013), « Between Sign and Writing: a path through Italian art » (2014) or « Ceci n’est pas une idée » (2015) brought
together by different curators who are given carte blanche, each show offering a unique approach to the gallery’s collection. The
gallery has added a touch of contemporary art to the family tradition and love for Italian art in particular with the artist Francesca
Pasquali.
The gallery wishes to offer a new visibility to the artists it represents with its soon to be opened exhibition space on 46 Albemarle
Street, in the area of Mayfair, London, an important meeting point for the European and American art market, with an exhibition
dedicated to Lucio Fontana.
GALLERY CONTACT
Francesca Piccolboni
director
+33 7 85 51 36 42
fpiccolboni@tornabuoniart.fr

PRESS CONTACT
Sylvie Robaglia
Art & Communication
+33 6 72 59 57 34
sylvie@art-et-communication.fr
www.art-et-communication.fr
For more information on the history of the gallery and its activity, please visit www.tornabuoniart.fr.

Follow us on Twitter (@Tornabuoniart), Facebook (@TornabuoniArt), Instagram (@TornabuoniArt) via the hashtags #PaoloScheggi #TornabuoniArt.
Page 1 : Zone riflesse, 1963, red acrylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 51.5 x 61.5 x 5 / in 20.3 x 24.2 x 2.8. Courtesy Tornabuoni Art
© Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.
Page 2 : Michele Casamonti in front of the work Intersuperficie curva bianca, 1966, white acrylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 133 x 133
x 6.6 / in 52.4 x 52.4 x 2.6 Courtesy Tornabuoni Art. © Paolo Scheggi / SIAE.
Page 3 : Intersuperficie curva bianca, 1967, white acrylic on three superimposed canvases, cm 140 x 140 x 7 / in 55.1 x 55.1 x 2.8. © Paolo
Scheggi / SIAE.
Page 3 : View of the gallery Tornabuoni Art in Paris, exhibition Alighiero Boetti, 2010. Courtesy Tornabuoni Art.
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